sir i m doing MFSc in aquaculture and want to crack ARS, so please guide me and give me the name of books which i should prefer and also tell me about objective books.

Related Questions:

1. Can I get stipend as a regular candidate if want to do Ph.D in Aquaculture in distance mode?  -- [New]
2. Can I get government job in fisheries sector after B.Sc or M.Sc (aquaculture)?
3. List of books along with authors names related to Fisheries?
4. Procedure to apply for Ph.D courses in Rancho Universities?  -- [Most Discussed]
5. In which entrance exam should I appear to study M.Sc Applied Fisheries and Aquaculture?
6. Is Diploma in Fisheries Technology/Aquaculture available to study in India?
7. Can I study Post Graduation if completed 1 year Diploma in Industrial Aquaculture and Fisheries?
8. Past 10 years objective question papers of ICAR-NET(Fishery Science)?
9. Can I give UGC NET environmental science while pursuing M.Tech in Environmental Sciences
10. How to apply for M.Sc in Dairy Microbiology at Hebbal Bangalore and entrance exams details if any?

---

vike
Senior Member+++++

Re: Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE)

Dear friend
You can refer the following books
Handbook on Fisheries and Aquaculture Technology
Author: NIIR Board of Consultants and Engineers
Rabbit, Goat, Sheep, Poultry, Fish and Pig Farming with Feed Technology
Author: NIIR Board
The Complete Technology Book on Meat, Poultry and Fish Processing
Author: NPCS Board of Consultants & Engineers

More details about the book and its content is available at
http://www.niir.org/books/books/fisheries-aquaculture/z,,a,45,0,a/index.html
Thank You

---

avneetrocky
Member

15th August 2010, 03:09 PM

18th August 2010, 12:20 PM
References
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Re: Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE)

jomson varghese
Member

18th August 2010, 01:55 PM

Re: Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE)

Quote:

Originally Posted by neha_1186

sir i m doing MFSc in aquaculture and want to crack ARS, so please guide me and give me the name of books which i should prefer and also tell me about objective books.

dear friend,

some book name are below


Kinsey, Darin, 2006 "Seeding the water as the earth": epicentre and peripheries of a global aquacultural revolution. Environmental History 11, 3: 527-66


The Scottish Association for Marine Science and Napier University. 2002. Review and synthesis of the environmental impacts of aquaculture

Higginbotham James Piscinae: Artificial Fishponds in Roman Italy University of North Carolina Press (June, 1997)


---

anki_8816
Member

23rd August 2010, 09:10 PM
Some of the books you can search on net are:

- Fishes (Peter B. Moyle)
- Aquatic Entomology (W. Patrick McCaffe)
- Fundamentals Of Aquatic Toxicology (Gary M. Rand)
- Fish Disease (Edward J. Noga)
- Aquaculture (John S. Lucas)
- Fisheries Techniques (Brian R. Murphy)
- Manual of Fish Health (Chris Andrews).

If you want simple notes than check these sites:

---

17th September 2010, 12:41 PM

Guest

Re: Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE)

sir i want to prepare for icar and i want some sample papers for preparation of fishery science

15th October 2010, 04:56 PM

Guest

Re: Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE)

yes you can do ARS crack : follow books K. Rathnakumar objectives and T.V.R Pillay Aquaculture and other books u may refer are: Lata Sinha fishing gears, AND agriculture objective books.
Also follow the B.F.SC notes.

2nd May 2011, 11:56 AM

Guest

Re: Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE)

Originally Posted by neha_1186

there are lot of books, like dr, ratnakumar objective book, ratnagiri objective book.

28th September 2011, 02:05 PM

Guest

Re: Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE)

please send me my mail bsusil56@rediffmail.com, please send me last 10 year fisheries sciences section in aquaculture question paper.

19th October 2011, 07:09 PM

Guest

Re: Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE)

What is the Qualification for icar net fishery

21st October 2011, 07:18 PM

Guest

Re: Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE)

Sir, i have started preparing for ICAR, JRF exam but sir m having problem with the fisheries biology and management aspects. please suggest some good books.

14th April 2012, 01:35 AM

Guest

Re: Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE)
sir

plz send me ARS NET previous 10 year question paper of fishries science.

my mail - shashikant.shashikant.dohare@gmail.com

thanks

---

15th April 2012, 10:30 PM

neat_raw

Senior Member

ou can refer the following books

Handbook on Fisheries and Aquaculture Technology

Author: NIIR Board of Consultants and Engineers

Rabbit, Goat, Sheep, Poultry, Fish and Pig Farming with Feed Technology

Author: NIIR Board

The Complete Technology Book on Meat, Poultry and Fish Processing

Author: NPCS Board of Consultants & Engineers

More details about the book and its content is available at

http://www.niir.org/books/books/fisheries-aquaculture/z,,a,45,0,a/index.html

---

20th April 2012, 11:51 PM

monisha_sarabhai

the best book is R.S Agarwal

R.S.Agarwal

N.C.E.R.T. Books [From Class 6 to Class 10]

Reasoning by

R.S.Agarwal [Verbal and nonverval ]

A Text book on Data Interpretation and Logical reasoning by Arun Sharma

Marksman Reasoning

English Grammar by

Wrein and Martin

---

10th July 2013, 07:29 PM

Unregistered

Guest

respected sir,

I am Ratan Samanta studying M.Sc in AQUACULTURE MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY, in VIDYASAGAR UNIVERSITY. please send me a list of books for ICAR NET exam in ARS/JRF and previous five year question papers to my email id ratans420@gmail.com.

---

22nd July 2013, 07:24 PM

Unregistered

Guest

---

31st July 2013, 05:22 PM

sohangoriya

Senior Member+++++

Handbook of Fisheries And Aquaculture By, S. Ayyapan. DG. ICAR,
Re: Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE)

Dear friend these are best Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE) :-

- Rabbit, Goat, Sheep, Poultry, Fish and Pig Farming with Feed Technology
  Author: NIIR Board

- Handbook on Fisheries and Aquaculture Technology
  Author: NIIR Board of Consultants and Engineers

- The Complete Technology Book on Meat, Poultry and Fish Processing
  Author: NPCS Board of Consultants & Engineers

All the best...........

15th September 2013, 02:43 PM
Unregistered
Guest

Re: Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE)

I had applied for ARSB-NET exam for Aquaculture which will be held at 27/10/2013.
If you kindly send me some internet sites or some study material and few previous years question papers then that will be very much helpful to me. My email id is soucas@gmail.com or samu25@live.com

22nd February 2014, 06:10 PM
Unregistered
Guest

Re: Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE)

I wont ASRB NET aquaculture previous year papers where i can get?

1st July 2014, 03:42 AM
Unregistered
Guest

Re: Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE)

Sir iam complited Msc Aquaculture&fishery microbiology i want previous year ARS NETExamination question papers

25th August 2014, 03:37 AM
Unregistered
Guest

Re: Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE)

Dear sir..I m a mfsc student of fish health. .can u please tell me which book I should read for ARS preliminary exam.also tell what are the objective questions bank dat should be refer! ..thank u.

26th October 2014, 02:42 PM
Unregistered
Guest

Re: Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE)

I am Taniya Saha completed M.Sc in AQUACULTURE MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY, from VIDYASAGAR UNIVERSITY.please send me a list of books for ICAR NET exam in ARS/JRF and previous five year question papers to my email id- saha.taniya315@gmail.com.

7th March 2017, 10:19 PM
Unregistered
Guest

Re: Books for ARS/NET in fisheries (AQUACULTURE)

How can I get icar net old question papers of aquaculture? Please give information.

13th March 2018, 02:31 PM
Unregistered
Guest
Fisheries and Aquaculture are at the crux of development in many developing countries having a sea coast; therefore, studies pertaining to Coastal Development, Marine Biology, and Oceanography are also covered under the scope of the Journal. "Fisheries and Aquaculture Journal" holds a special position in the ecosystem of scholarly communication by relaying on expert knowledge synthesized from the seminal advancements in the field of Fisheries and Aquaculture. Fisheries and Aquaculture Journal has commissioned an experienced Editorial Board, comprising of the pre-eminent scholars in the field.